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ABSTRACT 

BearlHumao conDicts - learning from the attack experience-

Grizzly bear attacks on people in British Columbia are rare, but they seem to have 
increased in number during the mid-1990's. This paper examines the personal perspectives 
of ten people who endured a grizzly bear attack. The analysis of attack circumstances was 
based on information from personal interviews or questionnaires mailed to subjects of bear 
attacks. Other information was obtained with government approval, :from files released by 
the British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks. In order to ensure 
confidentiality of names, only initials of the people involved in bear attacks were used and 
cited in this report. 

Grizzly bear behaviour and grizzly bearlhuman interactions. in the context of a bear attack, 
are examined in this paper. While circumstances of the ten bear attack i!lterviews formed 
the basis for the paper. bear management and bearlhuman conflict literature was reviewed 
to support the analysis. The focal point of the paper is 'learning from the attack 
experience' of others, so that outdoors users may be able to avoid sudden bear encounters 
and to deal effectively with bear attacks. 

Grizzly bear attacks occur at any time of day, with a concentration around mid-day in this 
study. People approaching bears without warning, to a distance of 150 feet or less, 
triggered attacks, especially when sow grizzlies defended cubs. However, some attacks 
began from considerably greater distances. Bear posture such as windmilling of foreat1IlS, 
swatting the ground and vocalizing were typical of sow grizzlies showing 
defensive-aggressive behaviour. Silent, charging grizzlies may be focussed on making 
contact. 

The attacks, although violent, lasted less than two minutes in most cases. Serious biting 
wounds to upper legs, upper body and the head were common. People who tried to 
defend themselves with a firearm experienced limited success. Pepper spray showed 
limited application as a deterrent against bears that were focussed on the attack. In one 
case, a person killed a sow grizzly with a knife. Playing dead was judged to be the best 
response to a defensive/aggressive attack, whereas fighting back or escaping may be best 
when a bear exhibits predatory behaviour during the attack. 

Bear attack participants thought about fiunily during the attacks. The win to survive 
brought many of them through, in spite of serious injuries and lengthy rehabilitation 
programs. Many attack survivors continue to live with dreams, nightmares and other 
emotional or physical remnants of bear attacks. An examination of grizzly bear attacks 
should encourage the reader to be alert, informed and respectful of grizzly bears in the 
wild. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"I could feel his teeth as they cronched into my skull . ... tearing and biting 

at my shoulder and back. ... and my thoughts were .so clear. I did" 'I JfIflIIt 

to die. I COl(lt1n'l die! A picture of (my daughter) flashed through my mind. 

And (my wife), pregnant with number two. I just wasn 'I ready - and was 

wishing the bear would jllSl leave me be wilh the damage he had done. " 

(D.B., pers. comm., 1985). 

'The thought of watching her being mauled to death was terrifying to me 

... found myself approaching the two of them and giving the (grizzly) bear 

the most forceful kick in the head I could possibly manage. Somehow I 

ended up on my back, fighting with my legs and kicking her straight in the 

mllZZie. . To get awery from my legs, she lunged around to the side of me, 

gave me a bite on my hip .. .... (C,B., pers, comrn., 1994). 

C. B, and her female companion were hiking to a remote alpine lodge near 

Revelstoke, B. C. Their horrifYing ordeal involved an aggressive sow grizzly 

that defended her cubs in alpine terrain. There was no escaping the protective 

bear's wrath, and the two battered, determined hikers walked and stumbled 

for hours, supporting each other down the mountain where they reached help. 
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) "The bear pushed me over, biting on my leg, the upper left (thigh), three 

hites. First hite, I screamed - SO painful. Second, third hites, shock. I 

could feel the teeth. I wifl never forget the stink of the bear, its breath 

on my face. Then he went after my head - the most hrutal .... trying to 

crush the skull, teeth slipping off, ripping the skull. I mllsl have passed 

oul." (The grizzly bear, wounded from a rifle sbot and the man, seriously injured, 

lay on the ground, six feet apart, staring at each other). 

"YOfI should have seen the expression, like a human, ready to jump on 

me ". (M.G., hurt, with the rifle back in his hands, used his last bit of energy 

to bring the rifle around). "Beady eyes, lips flared, like, its going to gel me ". 

(M.G. survived this attack; the bear perished). 

These images are taken from the accounts of three survivors of grizzly bear attacks in 

British Columbia. They set the stage for this paper, which is about grizzly bears and 

people co-existing in the wilds of British Columbia, a province rich in outdoors beauty and 

wildlife. Hikers, campers, hunters, workers and others who spend time in the wilderness 

may encounter bears. Contact also happens near communities because bears are adaptable 

and humans attract them with artificial sources of fond. Humanlbear contact often leads to 

conflict. In some cases bears are killed and in many cases, people are injured, sometimes 

fatally. 

A better understanding of conflicts between grizzly bears and people can help reduce the 

incidence of serious injury, death and property damage caused by the bears and damage 

done to bears by people. With these issues in mind, I set out to gather information about 

bear attacks, bear and people behaviour and interaction, in order to ascertain 

circumstances that may be useful in avoiding and dealing with bear/human 
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) conflicts. Grizzly bear conflicts with people will be analysed in this paper rather than black 

bearl people interactions, primarily because of the more pressing conservation concerns 

for grizzlies in B.C. As well, the interviews conducted for this paper involved primarily 

grizzly bears encounters. 

I conducted interviews of people subjected to recent bear attacks as a basis fur this 

Masters of Education paper for Simon Fraser University. The personal interviews and 

questionnaire results, with documentation of encounters from government files, formed 

the data base, In all cases, only the initials of bear attack victims were used, to protect 

confidentiality, Thus it follows that citing a personal communication will appear in the text 

as: (CR, pers, comm., 1994). 

The title, bearlhuman conflict seems to suggest that bears are the source of any problem 

) that develops between the two species. However, the data suggests that people, not bears 

often trigger these conflicts while the bears usually pay the ultimate price when conflicts 

occur. Circumstances relating to ten bearlhuman encounters are examined and an analysis 

of contributing fuctors such as bear biology, habitat and behaviour (particularly 

defensive/aggressive and predatory behaviour exhibited towards humans during 

encounters) is presented, Bear habituation (loss of fear of humans) and food conditioning 

are also discussed. 

I , 

What is NOT included in this paper is an exhaustive literature-supported overview of all 

aspects of grizzly bear and people management issues. While tbese fuctors are important, 

the scope of this paper is limited to the personal impacts of bear attacks, so a complete 

review of literature, although informative, would be too cumbersome. 
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) This paper, therefore, is about bearlhuman conflict; its dimension and impact on human 

lives and bear lives. The discussion will focus on the circumstances and events relating to 

grizzly bear attacks on people, including an analysis of bear and human behaviour as they 

interact in attack situations. The appropriateness of actions and decisions taken by the 

subjects of the attacks will also be examined. 

) 

) 

The reader will be informed about the enormous poteritial for reduced quality of human 

life, and about the loss of bear lives because of bearlhuman interaction. While the 

wilderness can be a delightful place to be, I will illustrate that fear can rob people of the 

opportunity to enjoy the sights, smells and sounds of natural places. Recommendations for 

ways to avoid humanlbear conflict are presented so that outdoor enthusiasts and workers 

can enjoy the wilderness environment with some confidence thai: bear encounters will be 

kept to a minimum and will be better managed when they do happen. 

As my study utilized qualitative research methods (as opposed to quantitative or scientific 

methods), I will earefulJy examine the personal impacts of bear attacks on the victims' 

lives. I will describe the nature of the confrontations, both grizzly bear and human 

behaviour in response to each other before, during and after attacks. The extent and nature 

of physical and emotional injury, personal thoughts during and after the attacks, dreams, 

nightmares and other aspects of trauma are also examined. As previously mentioned, the 

potential for reduced quality of the victim's life, including the use and enjoyment of the 

outdoors for recreational or work purposes is discussed. The experiences of bear attack 

victims may he used as lessons for all who benefit from the use and enjoyment of 

wilderness and bears. 

My interest in this topic stems from both my up-bringing and my career. I was raised in 
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) rural areas and enjoyed fishing, hunting, camping and hiking, usually in close proximity to 

wildlife. My professional relationship with bears began when I joined the B.C. 

Conservation Officer Service in 1970. A black bear incident at the sawmill community of 

Leo Creek on Takla lake, in nonhero B.C., really impacted on my life. It was July of 1980, 

and three boys, who were fishing in a creek right in • town' were confronted by an adult 

black bear. They turned and ran, and a twelve year-<>Id boy was caught and killed by the 

bear. His screams were clear to his companions, who raised the alarm. I later fullowed the 

trail, with evidence of struggle, and eventually found the bloodied cut-off jeans of the 

deceased child. The boy's body had been removed earlier, but the signs of the attack were 

still evident. I was planning a family at that time, loved children, and was profoundly 

impacted by the attack. The predatory behaviour of that bear may have been instinctive, as 

it likely responded by chasing the boys who ran, but the result was the loss of a young 

) 

) 

life. 

At the time, I reconsidered the value of a single black bear when compared to the loss of 

a human life. I realized that improper garbage disposal in the sawmill community probably 

led to food conditioning and human habituation by the bears. Because of the altering of 

bear behaviour, people were more to blame than the bears. However, the potential 

destructive power of these bears and the graphic reality and horror of the attilck affected 

me profoundly. Bear attacks on people must be taken seriously. Therefure, by focussing 

on the attack experience in this paper, I hope to share this kind of profound learning 

awareness with the reader who may then be able to make sound judgements relating to 

bear conservation and conflict issues. 

The findings of this study will be shared with the public, wildlife managers and with 

students at Malaspina University-College, Nanaimo, B.C., where I Currently teach fish 
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) and wildlife law enforcement, including 'problem' bear management. On a personal level, I 

see the writing of this paper as another step in my continued learning experience about 

bearlhuman relationships. 

) 

} 

Interaction of bears and people, however, is not always peaceful. Because a small 

percentage of bear/people encounters result in a terrifying experience, often with injury or 

death of the person, these encounters represent an issue of significant concern to society. 

When I participated in the personal interviews, andlor read the written accounts of these 

attacks, I was impressed by the expression of the bears' awesome power and ability to 

cause damage. I was also deeply moved by the detailed descriptions of the victims' 

personal responses and thoughts during and fonowing the attacks. The courage, 

determination to survive and strength of human spirit are aspects of their lives which they 

shared with me. I am determined to give voice to their experiences and to respect and 

promote their concern fur the conservation of bears in the wild, in spite of the immense 

personal transformations that many of these people experienced after their encounter with 

hears. 

This paper will he available to the participants in this study, as their interviews (in person 

or questionnaire) form the basis for my work. I also intend to provide the results of this 

study to the Re. inter-agency hear management team. The information may give 

managers and conservation officers more insight into the personal aspects of bear attacks 

from the perspective of someone who has experienced the event first-hand. The paper 

should also be of interest to high school teachers and college or university instructors. 

Insight into bear behaviour during an attack on people is a valuable tool that transcends 

theoretical knowledge about conservation issues. The graphic reality presented in this 
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) paper should help to 'deliver the whole picture' in bearlhuman conflict issues. 

The final and perhaps most important objective is to promote understanding, tolerance and 

support for the conservation of bear populations in B.C., while teaching people to avoid 

traumatic experiences described in this paper. 

BACKGROUND 

Methods 

In choosing qualitative, as opposed to quantitative methods, it follows that the personal 

impacts of bear attacks on human life are emphasized. Qualitative research as an approach 

to inquiry is designed to examine the whole picture, so the process must entail a search for 

understanding of all aspects of the topic. This form of research must also present a 

"substantive focus and intent" (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). This research method should 

also involve relationships within a system or culture and be personal, face-to-illce and 

immediate (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). Analysis of the data (the bear attack accounts), 

with a focus on understanding what happened between the bears and people, in order to 

present accurate findings, are all elements of this research method, 

Qualitative research also allows room for the inquirer to be immersed in the setting with 

participants of the study, While no physical contact was made with the bears, several 

lengthy interviews were conducted with people who had been subjected to bear attacks. 

I began gathering bear attack data in 1996 by collecting newspaper accounts and literature 

related to the topic. I also requested copies of bear attack files from the B.c. Conservation 

Officer Service. In February, 1997, I received clearance from the Manager. Information 

and Privacy Branch, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, to contact individuals for 
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) the purpose of carrying out research on bear attacks on humans. This authorization also 

allowed all offices of the B.C. Conservation Officer Service to release their bear encounter 

files to me. The reports and summaries of bear attacks started pouring in while I was 

conducting personal interviews and sending other interview questionnaires out by mail. I 

was soon able to arrange five personal interviews and six detailed accounts of bear 

attacks/encounters using a mailed questionnaire. 

) 

The detail in these accounts is extensive, with many of the files having two to four pages 

of narrative in addition to the 4-page questionnaire with a standard set of questions (see 

example of the questionnaire in the appendix). Detailed accounts of many other bear 

attacks were also obtained from the c/o Service. These incidents seemed sufficient in 

detail (with exceUent interviews of the attack victint by the investigating conservation 

officer) to be analysed without my conducting a personal interview. The information was 

then analysed, using the data from five personal interviews and six questionnaires. 

Ten of the bear encounters discussed in this paper involve grizzly bears, while only one 

attack relates to black bears ( see table 1 , page 15 ). I have included the black bear incident 

in the appendix to this paper to acknowledge the many black bearlhuman conflicts that 

occur in B.C. Although some black bear incidents result in human injury or death, the 

paper will focus on grizzly bearlhuman conilicts. 

BEAR MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

The value of bean to our society 

This paper should be of interest to anyone who appreciates the value of wilderness settings. 
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) and experiences, including the occasional black and grizzly bear sightings. Many 0: us set 

out with the express purpose of locating bears to view, study, photograph or, in some 

cases, to hunt. All of these uses of bears, whether consumptive or non-consumptive, are 

supported by our present society. Bears, particularly grizzlies, represent the spirit of our 

natural wilderness environment. If the grizzlies are well, so is the wilderness, and so, 

therefore, may be the future of humankind. McNamee (1985) used terms such as 

) 

.. ' " " ' na1  "and" ' f h  rld f ... an(:Jent awe ... , ... natlo treasure... . .. an Image 0 t e wo 0 our 

ancestors ... " in reference to the value of grizzlies in the wild. He went on to suggest that 

grizzlies are valued in an intrinsic way, seeming to " ... exist in a region of the mind beyond 

words ... " There does exist a spiritual, almost surreal quality to the existence of these 

magnificent bears in our environment. They are so secretive. yet dominant and explosive at 

unpredictable times. Unquestionably something to be respected. Grizzly bears represent 

something in the environment that man cannot so easily manipulate (as long as the habitat 

is protected and a protective attitude prevails). 

"Saving the grizzly requires a serles of large ON!lIS from which roads 

and livestock ON! excluded .. Permanent grizzly ranges and permanent 

wilderness areas are, of course, twO names for one problem.Enthusisam 

about either requires a lang view of conservatit)fJ, and a historical 

perspective, Only those able to see the pageoot of evolution coo be 

expected to value its theatre, the wilderness. or its outstanding 

achievement. the grizzly ... ,. 

Aldo Leopold 

Although bears cause their firir share of damage to human property and occasionally, 

injury or death to people, they remain highly valued wildlife species in British Columbia. 
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) The presence of bears in the environment seems to represent a sense of wellness in the 

outdoors. We also recognize a legal and moral comminment to their preservation. 

According to Keiter and Locke (1995, in: Mattson et ai, 1995 ), society has a 

committment to preserve the Rocky Mountain grizzly bear and its habitat in a wild state, 

as codified in laws such as the U.S. Endangered Species Act In British Columbia, the 

Wildlife Act and the Pm Act provide the primary provincial protection and management 

authority for bears. Federal authority for protection ofbears within the national parks is 

provided by the Park Act of Canada. 

) 

Bear sightings and encounters are memorable events in the lives of outdoors enthusiasts. 

While this may be an understatement in some circumstances, bear/people interactions can 

also have a profound effect on the bears. Herrero (1985, in: Mattson et aI, 1995) 

suggested that grizzly bear mortality caused by humans is primarily a function of the rate 

of encounter of the two species. He went on to say that the number of humans that are 

present in grizzly bear habitat, the ability of humans to avoid encounters and conflicts and 

the human responses to encounters once they happeo, are keys to avoiding grizzly bear 

mortality. Mattson (1990, in: Manson etal, 1995) noted that numerous studies provide 

cumulative evidence to show a positive correlation between human access and the deaths 

of and reduced habitat use by bears. In other words, as we move in (in greater numbers 

each year), the bears'natura1 habitat is restricted or they are killed. In order to protect 

them, wildlife agencies must, therefore, value the task of grizzly bear conservation, while 

local communities must not display hostility toward grizzly bears (Houck et ai, 1993, in 

Manson et ai, 1995). 

Grizzly Bellrs lIod people - II history of conOid 

Grizzly bears once occupied most of western North America, from central Mexico to the 
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) Arctic Ocean (see figure 1, below), The expansion of human populations since the late 

1400's, with associated agricuhure, road development and other activities have seriously 

reduced the extent and quality of suitable grizzly bear habitat. The numhers of bears have 

declined, as well. 

) 

, , - ' . 
, 

CURRENT AND 
mSTORIC 

GRIZZLY BEAR 
DISTRIBUflON IN 
NORTH AMERICA 

Figure 1. Current and historic grizzly bear distribution in North America 

adapted from: Conservation Of Grizzly Bears in B.C., Province of British Columbia 
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) Grizzly bearlhuman relationships have evolved over thousands of years. Primitive people 

in North America co-existed in an uneasy balance with grizzlies, which raided their food 

stocks and occasionally killed humans (Hanna, 1978 in: Jope, 1982) Schneider (I 977, in: 

Jope, 1982) told of a Jesuit priest in the northwest (U.S) who wrote about: 

"Indians who live on raw fish and who, in 111m are eaten by bears 

of frightful size, all red. and with prodigiously long claws. " 

It is clear that grizzly bears had no 'natural' fear of humans. 

The introduction of firearms shifted the balance of power toward man (Jope, 1982). 

Schneider (I977, in: Jape, 1982) reports that the Lewis and Clark expedition killed at least 

43 grizzlies. McCracken (1955, in: Jope, 1982) suggests that the introduction of livestock 

into the open ranges west of the Great Plains contributed primanly to the destruction of 

the grizzly. 

) 

) 

Grizzly bear ranges have shrunk drastically continent-wide (see figurel, page 11). They 

are endangered in the United States, south of Canada, but maintain a population of 

approximately 13,000 in British Columhia ( Anon., 1995 ). 

Grizzlies are among the largest land-dwelling carnivores on the planet, with an average 

weight of 170 - 360 kg, and a maximum weight of 500 kg or more ( Anon., 1995 ). They 

are technically omnivores, as the grizzly bear's diet consists ofIess than 15% fresh meat or 

carrion. Their diet in spring and summer is mainly vegetation, roots, berries, insects and 

grubs, with nuts and fish, especially salmon, added in the fall diet (Anon., 1995). 

Considerable time is required to obtain adequate food to meet a grizzly's nutritional needs. 

12 



) Bears spend much of their time in habitat that provides highly nutritious foods. The 

quality, availability" and distribution of food primarily influence the movement of grizzly 

bears within and between seasonal home ranges (Berns and Hensel et al, 1972, in: Jope, 

1982}.According to Mealey et al (1977, in: Jope, I 982). avalanche chutes, stream 

bottoms, wet meadows and bums produce vegetation of highest value to grizzlies. Hikers 

and campers, unfortunately, frequently encounter bears in these choice habitat sites. It is 

important for people to understand grizzly bear behaviour in order to co-exist with a 

minimum of conflict. Some sudden encounters result in attacks like those described in 

this paper. 

) 

Many of the sudden encounters or attacks involved female grizzlies which tend to seek 

remote areas to forage, while protecting their cubs from adult male grizzlies and other 

potential predators (Pearson, 1975, in: Jope, I 982). While feeding, the grizzly adapts an 

individual space that centres on the bear as it moves about (Herrero, 1970, in: Jope, 

1982). Female grizzlies with cubs may actively defend individual distances of several 

hundred metres. This is a critically important factor for hikers when they encounter a sow 

grizzly with cubs in open alpine terrain. Herrero (1978, in: Jope, 1982), goes on to say 

that trees are often not available for grizzly cubs to climb when danger threatens in high 

elevation terrain. The cub's survival depends on a sudden burst of violence by the mother 

toward any perceived threat. These violent displays, when directed toward people, create 

the attack situations which are the focal point of this paper. 

Jope (1982) calculated that 74% of the 38 injuries to hikers in North American national 

parks prior to 1974, were caused by female grizzlies with young. This pattern appears to 

exist in British Columbia today, especially in the case of sudden encounters. Herrero 

(1970, 1976, in: Jope, 1982) confirmed that sudden surprise was an important element in 
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) bear attacks, especially when hikers were not actively making noise. 

To avoid conflict, it is also important for hikers to maintain distance from grizzlies. Jope 

(1982) found that in Glacier National Park, Montana, hikers observing grizzlies at 150 

metres or less resulted in the bears charging IO% of the time. Maintaining distance and 

alerting grizzlies by wearing bear bells are important factors to reduce bearlhuman 

conflicts. Interestingly, the percentage of encounters that led to the bear charging declined 

as the summer progressed. This may have resulted from the bears becoming habituated 

(used to) people along the hiking trails, resulting in increased tolerance of human 

presence. However, 46 % of the hiker injuries by grizzlies occurred in August and 

September in the Park (Jope, 1982). It appears that people should be aware of the 

potential for increased contact and injury by grizzlies in the fall. 

THE ArrACK EXPERIENCE 

This discussion will focus on the experiences of ten people who were attacked by bears. 

Table 1, below, provides an outline of these encounters. The reader is reminded that 

initials only are used to describe the people, as confidentiality was assured. Although 

contact was made with many bear attack victims, only eleven interviews were completed. 

These interviews included five in person, and six through mailed questionnaires. The lack 

of response probably limited the number of black bear accounts, as only one was received. 

Although many accounts of black bear attacks were received from agency files, the 

decision was made to focus this paper on grizzly bear attacks. 

The ten grizzly encounters involved a variety of human activities, including hiking (2), 

mountain biking ( I ), hunting (5) and working (2). Six of the incidents involved female 

grizzlies that were defending their cubs. In each case except one, these females were 
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) 

) 

suddenJy encountered at considerably less than 150 metres distance. The defensive, 

aggressive response by female grizzlies at close range is highly predictable, However, the 

nature and extent of human injuries, if any, is not always predictable in these close 

encounters (see table I, which follows). 

Table I -. """""'l' oft_"""""' '''''''''''' 

!wIMdutt [)ate ofpmtlntCC � � f;gpynmts 

LJ.L AIIJ!U.iI, 1991 �Natioaal liomal. grizzly M1Il.1>ikin& _,_ 

p,,"," Yuk"" 2-yr, cub biWminlOOoann, ........ 

2,A-H, /lug. 31195 _w_ Ilmol. gri2:zly Hilin& u=.t W1f3iwatized 

�Pm 2." 3 cubs no p/Jy1!ical_ 

3.1..H. Oct. 15194 Kiw.\olQ_ f ..... griu!y �-�-
Kitinw. area 3",110 .......sa 

4.C,B. 0.0. 1194 Wooloely Creek fanale�y 2 female hik .... alpino, � 
n.c. ofRevelsloke 2 cubs seriou;g injurie$ to bodi peQple 

5, J.B. July 9196 30 kill .. ofOspikA ".,.,ubly • 2-yr 2 f""""Y workers (sisIets), one 

Iogginj """'" oId�y sustained k'rioos ir!jlUies; defended 

6,1I.L /lug. 311% 

7.M,G. Sept. 281% 

8,R.N, 0.0.20195 

9,D.B, twg. 27/85 

10, R.S, Sept. 2219' 

W illisIon 1m 

Klondike lIwy 
n.. of \1Ihitdttnc: 
YukOll 

KluadIesi Lako 
Fort Nelson area 

Fort SL J'amoo 
""'" 

Stephem CMlk 

Kispiox, NW ac. 

.,..., MIn, near 
KooIenay Nt'l Pm 

fliClveswith� 

adult...., hunting IlIOOIIC; bear shot ill .. If 
Fly de.terice� no iqiuriea 

adult 1mW. �""""""bear"""� 
gri2:zly terious injurie$ iQ h!mta' 

-gri2:zly bunting moose, wry mOUJ 
_cubs mjuries; kiUed bear "ith knife 

WtIy )'OOIIg fishIf""""Y wod<, � ....... 
gri2:zly ..... Ie? injuries 

-gizZly Iwnting ell<, sOOt gri2:zly i!t .. If-
with2_ def...,. 

The ten accounts of grizzly bear attacks, as summarized in table I, are presented below. 

They are discussed by category of the incident. 
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incident while biking 

In 1991, J .L .• aged 24 , was riding his mountain bike, alone, a few kilometres northwest 

of Haines Junction, in Kluaoe National Park, Yukon. The road curved slightly ahead; the 

wind in his face. He was now 7 kilometres into the park in a meadow area, on flat ground. 

A grizzly came trotting down the road, skidded to a stop. A second bear ran into the first 

bear's rear end. They were now about 100 feet away. Both turned and ran into trees on 

the left side of the road. One second later, J.L. heard a cub bawl. He got off his bike. 

Another second later, the sow bear ran out, slamming the ground with her paws, 

stomping, zig-zagging as she came. Ears back, grunting, like a cough. 

J.£., off his bike. was tallring to her. "Hey. hey, hey" - not loud. 

"/ am dragging my bike. / had the image of a pit bull. Couple oj seconds 

she is slamming lhe ground. To my right. a small Sland of short pine trees. 

Dropped my bike, 1 or 3 steps. turned to face her. She was on top of me. 

on hind legs. flailing forearms, my face jUst below her face, against her 

chest. 

In a matter of a few agonizing seconds, J.L. had his world altered from a peaceful bike 

ride in a spectacular mountain park, to a terrifYing situation, face to face with 8. 350 

pound, highly protective sow grizzly. He had no options for escape, and had received no 

real advance warning of impending danger. This was truly an encounter that would have 

been difficult to avoid. A very fast retreat on the bike may have worked, but these bears 

can exceed 50 Ian. per hour in short bursts. This is why running away is not an effective 

strategy to avoid bear contact. 
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Incidents involving worken 

The foHowing two incidents relate to people working in forest-related jobs in the 

outdoors. Both people sustained serious injuries from sudden encounters with bears. 

J.B. was working with her sister, checking the results of tree-planting about 30 Ian. north 

of the Ospika logging camp. on Williston Lake. This northern B. C. area harbours healthy 

black and grizzly bear populations, and J .B. bad observed many bears in the wild, usually 

at a distance. July 9, 1996 was to be a different day for her. She and her sister were 

proceeding through a logged area, and as she stepped over a debris pile, she carne face to 

face with a bear. It was only six teet away, and the bear, which she believed to be a young 

gri.zzly, immediately took a threatening stance, with head down, eyes beady. J.B. backed 

away, speaking in low tones to the bear, which foHowed her to a logging road. 

Although standing on a road, J.B. was stiH down-slope from the bear, which crouched like 

a cat and leaped at her. She took the 'fetal position' to protect herself, covering her face 

and neck with her arms. J.B. sustained serious injuries to arms and legs, particularly lower 

leg muscle damage. She screamed to her sister, who defended herself by standing on a 

rock and striking the bear on the nose with a shovel. The shovel and rocks discouraged the 

bear enough to allow lB.'s sister to remove her from the site and to eventually transport 

her to help. Her injuries were life-threatening, her recovery was slow and painful, but her 

determination and strength of spirit brought her through this ordeal. Other aspects of J.B' s 

story are presented later. 

The paper will now provide details of an attack near .Hazelton, on the Stephens creek part 

of the Kispiox watershed. This encounter took place on August 27, 1985, involving a 
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) young grizzly bear. D.B. suffered serious injuries while working with three other men on a 

fisheries habitat assessment for a logging proposat As was the case in the previous 

incident, D.B. did not have much warning before the attack. In thick brush, he had 

stopped beside a large spruce tree when he saw the underbrush move and heard a snort 

about 30 feet away. Only a second later, "the brush opened and a grizzly charged out like 

a locomotive." 

Within one or two seconds, "there was a mass of claws, teeth and hair all over me." His 

partners took cover, while the bear knocked him down and bit his head, shoulder, back 

and rump, actually lifting him off the ground and shaking him. 

I remained curled in a ball, breathing heavily! The blood was oozing 

from the side of my head and I was sure /hat nry ear Wa\' gone and 

I had lost my hearing on my right side. My neck was stiff. I heard the 

bear run back to me, huffing and snorting. Then all Wa\' silent as he 

disappeared into the undergrowth. I stayed curled up for a few more 

minutes ..... got to my feet. The forest was silent. I called out and a head .. 

peeped out from behind a log. then another from the other direction, 

and a fourth - all as white a\' ghosts come together in the clearing. 

Help from his companions preceded a long one-hour wait for the helicopter, then a long 

45 minute ride to the hospital for 4 hours of surgery to receive 100 stitches. This bear was 

soaking wet when it attacked, and was located right beside II. river, with a fresh run of 

salmon on site. The bear may have been defending its catch from intruders. At any rate, it 

did not offer any warning of an impending attack. 

There is another point of interest about the nature of this grizzly attack on D.B. As in 
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) many other sudden, close encounters with grizzly bears in the wild, the attack is often 

swift and shon in duration, but the injuries sustained may be devastating because of the 

tremendous power of the animal. IiI his analysis of thirteen grizzly bear attacks that 

evolved from sudden encounters, Stephen Herrero found that most (7 of 13) attacks were 

of very short duration, lasting for two minutes or less. The short duration of the attacks 

was consistent with his opinion that grizzlies that attack in response to a perceived threat 

leave as soon as they have dealt with the threat (Herrero, 1985). 

Incidents involving hunters 

) 

The incidence of grizzly bear attacks on hunters has increased dramatically in British 

Columbia during the last several years. To illustrate the serious nature of grizzly 

bearlhunter conflicts, circumstances taken from a Conservation Officer Service file are 

now discussed. In the worst possible scenario, two male elk hunters were killed by a 

female grizzly bear with two yearling cubs. The attack took place on October 9, 1995, 

7400 feet up Mount Soderholm, southeast of Radium Hotsprings in the EastKootenays. 

The hunters had harvested a bull elk, and were still preparing the animal to be carried out 

when the sow grizzly attacked and killed them. Although no witnesses survived this 

incident, the signs in the snow indicated that one man died instantly from a blow to the 

head, while the other fought the bear before dying some distance down the slope. Two 

hunting rifles were nearby, apparently useless because of the sudden nature of the attack. 

There is some concern that grizzly bears may be responding to ritle shots, to investigate 

opportunities for food during the hunting season. The B.C. Wildlife Branch and 

Conservation Officer Service are warning hunters to be alert for bears when they have 

harvested big game animals and are handling the meat. 

) 
A discussion follows involving five incidents between grizzly bears and hunters. In the first 
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) case, L.H was hunting moose about 3 or 4 miles into the Kildala watershed, near Kitimat, 

B.C. It was October 15, 1994, sunny and cold. L.H, a first nations hunter from the 

Kitamaat band, was hunting with two companions. He was carrying a .243 Winchester 

firearm on this moose hunt. L.H was only making the normal noise from walking in the 

bush. Separated from his companions, in thick bush, he saw 3 cubs some distance away, 

but could not see the sow grizzly. When he did see her, she was only about 25 yards away, 

charging. He fired a quick shot, turned to run and was knocked to the ground. He 

sustained serious head injuries, a broken right arm and upper body wounds. Playing dead 

likely saved his life, as the grizzly eventually left. Helpless to move, L.H. had to wait for a 

hunting companion to find him and start the lengthy process of getting him out to the 

Kitimat hospital. In this hunting situation, being quiet in the woods is pretty much 

essential, so announcing one's presence to a bear is not going to happen. L.H. likely got 

far too close to the cubs, at least as far as the enraged female grizzly was concerned. 

Another hunting incident ended with different results near the Braeburn Lodge, north of 

Whitehorse, Yukon on August 21, 1996. R.L. was hunting moose with two companions. 

He was walking into the wind, knee-deep in a stream, with thick, heavy willows to his 

right and the streambank to his left. A log jam obstructed the stream about 30 teet ahead, 

and the water was quite noisy as it tumbled over large rocks. Walking another 5 feet, he 

heard and saw the bear at the same time. It was standing about 4 feet higher, on the log 

jam, in plain view. Things happened fast then! 

"The bear crouched, seemed to shrink into a ball. As quickly as it 

crouched, it was coming off the logjam. / to 2 seconds. J had 

chambered a bullet as J stepped past 179' parmer. Seeing nothing 

but brown in the scope. J fired once. The bear dropped deadfrom 

the .300 win. magnum bullet. 
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) one above advanced, then stood up and roared at him. It advanced a few more steps, 

stood and roared again. Luckily, the bear retreated before it was too late. All of this took 

only ten seconds and RS was soon sitting down, shaking uncontrollably. There had been 

no trees to climb and no time to do much except defend himself 

The behaviour of this grizzly during its charge at R.S. can be compared to some of 

Herrero's (i 985) analysis of various bear posturings during encounters and charges that 

led to human injury. This grizzly did not vocalize, which is a sign of a bear that is focussed 

on an attack, and will tend to make contact (and cause injury) in the initial charge. 

RS. hopes never to have this incident repeated, of course. He is, however, concerned 

about the possibility of these encounters recurring between hunters and bears, as he knows 

of several cases where bears respond to rifle shots. They have been seen running in the 

direction of shots fired during deer and elk hunting season, hoping for a source of food as 

) the animals are field-dressed 

) 

I personally observed a sow grizzly with three cubs of the year move onto the entrails of 

three mountain goats. We had taken the goats on a 1980 hunt in north-western BC. The 

grizzly found the source of food within 10 hours, and the second night we lost almost all 

the meat from the animals. The mountain goat meat had been cached in a snow bank near 

our tent. While the loss of the meat was disappointing, no damage was otherwise done. It 

was, however, an uneasy feeling to think about the fumaIe returning another night, so we 

used discretion and moved camp. As we stopped to chat with mineral exploration workers 

in their nearby camp, they asked us if we had seen a large rock cairn close to our tent site. 

We had, and learned that a huge coastal grizz1y had been buried there last year, because it 

was persistently harassing the camp cook, then would bluff charge employees to the point 

that destruction was the only choice. This scenario, in spite of serious attempts to 
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) R.L. and his companions were fortunate, although this encoumer sadly cost a grizzly bear 

its life. The open view between hunter and bear allowed the reaction time necessary for 

the hunter to defend himself with a firearm. The bear's quick, aggressive reaction to the 

encounter did not leave a lot of time for R.L. to consider his options, either. His skill in 

the use of his weapon probably saved serious injury or death in this encounter. 

On Pinto mountain near Kootenay National Park, another hunter encountered a grizzly 

bear while he was hunting elk. R.S, was nearly to the top of the mountain on Septemher 

22, 1995, As indicated by several other elk hunters in the Kootenays in recent years. 

grizzly bears often appear suddenly, with little or no warning, exhibiting highly aggressive 

behaviOur. R.S., who was within 50 miles of the site where two hunters had been killed by 

a grizzly bear (page 19, this paper), first noticed a grizzly cub from 40 to 50 feet away. 

Within a second, the sow exploded from the brush behind the cub. RS. had shouldered his 

rifle, and observed the sow's behaviour as she charged. 

"She lunged forward, windmilling her arms toward me like a frog. 

She didn '/ make a sound; if I had been looking the other way, she 

would have been on me in seconds before I even knew it . 

..... .fired at her at approximately 40 feet. I knew I had no choice. 

If I had waited to see if this was a bluff charge, I 'm sure I wouldn 't 

be here to tell this story. This charge was different from others I 've had. 

No warning, no noise, no clicking of teeth, or pawing the ground. 

This bear was coming to kill me. " 

R.S. was able to dispatch the bear without being harmed. However, the two cubs, one 

above him and one below on the mountain slope, were closing in on him. He started 

yelling at them at the top of his lungs. The cub below him turned and ran away, but the 
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) incinerate refuse and to discourage bears from approaching remote camps and industrial 

sites, still results in the destruction of bears in wilderness areas. Some of these 'problem 

bears' that are destroyed are never documented for management purposes, although the 

wildlife act requires reporting of all wildlife that have been killed for protection of 

property or life. 

The next two grizzly bear attacks that 1 reviewed also involved hunting scenarios. An 

information release from the Vanderhoof Conservation Officer Service gave details about 

an October 20, 1995 grizzly mauling near the Ocock river, ten kilometres northeast of 

Fort St. James, in the north-central part of the province. 

In this case, R.N., a male aged 47, was hunting moose by himself, near his brother's rural 

property. He had fired one shot from his .270 rifle earlier in the afternoon, to line in the 

weapon. At about 4:30 in the afternoon he crossed a beaver dam, stopped and sat down to 

wring out his socks. He was very tired, so he got up and slowly turned to proceed down 

the trail toward home. The peaceful setting he was in would be transformed in a split 

second. 

On March 24, 1 997, I was seated in the basement ofR.N.'s Maple Ridge home. This was 

to be a realistic setting for an interview, as the grizzly bear that had attacked him was 

standing in a pouncing, full life-size mount, with mouth open and claws extended. This 

realistic facsimile of the bear lent a certain atmosphere to the interview. On the coffee 

table in front of me lay the sharp hunting knife that R.N. had used to kill the bear as it was 

attempting to do the same to him. 

R.N, described the sudden bear attack, as he began to walk down the trail: 
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) He noticed a movement as the bear came by him al an angle, VERY 

fast. She turned low, made an incredibly fast, graceful tum loward 

him and reared up. This all seemed 10 be in slow motion. She knocked 

his rifle aw�, knocked him down, and bit at his stomach and legs, 

especially his left leg (the scars were evidence of the serious damage 

inflicted by the bear). He shoved his right hand at her mouth and she bit 

into the forearm - terrible pain. His arm bowed and he thoughi it 

would break. The enraged female now stood on RN 's hind legs, stretching 

him full length by pulling up on his right arm. He thought his back 

was going to pop. 

"No, I can 'I die - I finally have someone 10 live for, that I love. " 

Now the bear bit him on the chest, draining all the energy from him. 

It was a devastating bite, tearing the pectoral muscle loose and the 

scars attested to it. She kept trying to flip him over, slipping a paw 

underneath his body. He managed to gel his knife out and stabbed the 

bear 3 or 4 times in the right eye, then 10 or 15 limes in the neck, 

aimingfor the jugular vein. Now she let go, backed � and let 

out a thunderous roar. It sounded to RN as if she was waming the 

cubs to leave. As she left, she staggered left to right on the path. 

Alone, with serious injuries, R.N had to try to save himself. 

RN.' s cousin and others responded to signal shots he fired, and started to remove him on 

a stretcher. A helicopter, called from Fort St. James, was coming in but it was getting 

dark A weak signal from a mini-mag flashlight, waved in a circle from a small clearing, 

brought the rescue team in at the last minute. He spent a week in the Prince George 
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) hospital while staff treated his left leg which they thought he would lose. The thigh muscle 

had been torn from the bone, and infection set in. Treatment and therapy followed in 

Vancouver, with 6 or 7 months of work lost because of the attack. 

The Vanderhoof Conservation Officers investigated this attack, trying to determine a 

cause. They found evidence that the bear had recently been feeding on a moose carcass, 

but do not know if the moose remains were close to the attack site. They believe that the 

sow grizzly knew that R.N. was present, and that the attack was predatory in nature. 

Three grizzly cubs were located near the site from the air. A follow-up ground search 

revealed a dead sow grizzly approximately 140 metres from the attack site. The 300 lb. 

bear had sustained 13 knife wounds in the neck and 4 above the eye ( Hill, 1995). The 

officers spent a considerable amount of time trying to get the cubs out in the open to 

determine their age and condition. They would not cooperate, however, so were finally 

left to fend fur themselves. 

In a telephone interview with L.R., a cousin of the attack victim, Officer Hill learned that 

the sow grizzly had been accompanied by three, two year-old cubs and one very small cub 

of the year, according to tracks the hunting party had observed earlier. This unusual 

situation would have placed considerable pressure on the female grizzly to provide enough 

food for the bear family. The same hunting party had observed a cow moose with a calf in 

the area some time earlier, then only the cow itself. This, combined with a sighting of an 

eagle in a tree early on the day of the attack, might explain the moose hair in the sow's 

stomach, and the ugly mood of the bear. 

In Prince George, during October of my first year as a Conservation Officer, I investigated 

the killing of a grizzly bear that had attacked a moose hunter. It was cold, with a skiff of 
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fresh snow on the ground. The location was fairly remote, near logging roads in the Torpy 

river drainage. The complainant had advised that he had shot at the bear, inflicting what he 

thOUght would be mortal wounds, but did not know if the bear had died. As I approached 

the site in fairly dense bush, I saw the moose hunter's tracks and tracks of a single adult 

bear as it had ran over a log toward the hunter, turned sideways and ran to the left into 

dense bush. The male, three year-old grizzly lay dead about 30 metres away. 

Backtracking, I located a rough clearing created by the bear. It looked like a D-8 

bulldozer had cleared the area for a circle about 1 5  metres in diameter. The griu:Iy had 

made a huge ClIChe of moose remains and would aggressively defend this last meat supply 

of the year. This large supply of protein is important to bears. The importance of calorie 

intake in the fall is emphasized by Gilbert ( 1977) as he discusses coastal grizzlies, which 

may gorge themselves on fat-rich salmon. The grizzlies may consume over 15 salmon per 

hour and one hundred thousand calories per day! The resulting fat reserves are required 

for hibernation periods of up to six months over the winter. 

An explosive situatioo awaited this unsuspecting moose bunter because several wolves had 

been tormenting the bear the night before, attempting to steal meat from his cache. Signs 

in the fresh snow showed that It single wolf would distract the grizzly from one side of the 

clearing. The hear would charge after the intruding wolf; only to have others dart in from 

the opposite side to steal chunks of meat. This mound of moose remains and dirt 

contained the entire carcass of one 2 to 3 year-old bull moose and the head, Blltlers and 

remains, except for meat, of a second bull moose of the same age. At least one moose was 

wasted, a prime grizzly hear lost its life, and a human could have been killed. As a 

consequence, outdoors people are advised to watch carefully ror signs of a grizzly hear 

kill/cache site; to not approach to look at the site and leave the area immediately. 
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The final hunting-related interview involved an attack which happened on September 28, 

1996, near K1uachesi Lake, south-west of Fort Nelson, S,c. This is a remote, rugged area 

teeming with wildlife in north-eastern British Columbia. M. G" who is an avid, experienced 

big game hunter, had taken a bull elk and was looking fur a bull moose. He had walked for 

1 . 5  hours away from camp, then Ief\ the trail to go slowly into willows. It was a calm day 

with no breeze, and only his feet made any noise. He considered climbing a tree to see 

around, as visibility was limited. He had a strange feeling, so he chambered a bullet in his 7 

mm magnum rifte, tben added a third round to the clip. He walked through a swampy 

area, then a knoll. He stood up on a stump, and the silence was broken. 

" 1 heard a hear snort. like a warning. Shit. 1 'm in trouble ". A bear 

stood up, looking at him from about 30 yards. "1 raised my rifle, 

aimed and shot. The bear was dropping to all fours and charged, 

crushing the willows as it ran. 1 reload£d, aimed and fired 

as the bear reached me, the barrel touching the bear. Nothing 

happened! The rifle pushed aside, the bear knocked me down, 

severely biting my upper leg". He managed to roll over, hoping 

his back JXlck would protect him. He covered hisface while the 

hear chewed on his pack. shoulder and neck, then his head. That 

was the most brutal treatment, and M. G. passed out. Even though 
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it was wourllkd, the bear must have backed off as M.B. lost 

consciousness. He awakened thinking, "Why am I still thinking. 

alive? Am I dreaming? 1 was dying. it souT1lkd like teeth were 

crushing an eggshell . .. He woke up to a foul smell. His mouth 

was full of blood, jacket clotted with his congealed blood . 

He worllkred why? Barely able to see from eyes covered in 

blood, he asked himself if it was a dream or reality? Then he 

could see the bear, laying down. 6 to 8 feet away. HiS rifle was . 

still beside him. The bear 's head was down. breathing hard, but 

still alive. He loaded a cartridge In his rifle. laying down, watching the 

bear, knowing it, too was suffering. The bear looked up, saw him 

move. "You should have seen the expression, like a human, ready 

to jump on me. Beady eyes, flared lips. like its going to get me. " 

M. G. finished the bear with a shot, then fired two signal shots. 

Unable to feel anything and in shock, MG. was afraid to touch his head. He took his pack 

off and stood up to assess the damage. Meat and fat hung from his left leg, but he could 

twist it (not broken). Not in much pain, M.G. needed to get out in the open to be found. 

He tried to make supports from sticks, to walk. This didn't work, and he got wet trying to 
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crawl through the swampy area. As it started to SDOW, shivering and miserable, M.G, was 

in tough shape. He had tried to move for an hour, and was now too far to go back for his 

pack or the rifle. Smell, blood and pain were awful as he tried to get comfortable. The pain 

was constant, severe when he flexed his leg. He was praying, His spouse, pregnant, waited 

at home with his one daughter, He also had a business to run, As night approached, he 

knew he would not survive without help, As it happened, Lucas, the camp wrangler 

respooded to the rifle shots, and knowing the area, found him. Lucas patched him up and 

ran back to a guide-outfitters camp to radio Fort Nelson for a helicopter, 

A hunter from the guide camp administered first aid and comforted him until the helicopter 

arrived, landing in the semi-dark, in a clearing made by the attendants. A fire they had built 

Served as a beacon for the pilot. M. G. was to spend several days in the Fort Nelson 

hospital, where he received excellent medical treatment. He recovered physically, but is 

uneasy in the woods. A trip back to the exact site of the attack is planned for this fall, 

Although his wife thinks he is crazy, M,G, has got to face the site again, to 'finish the 

chapter', as he put it, 

Incidents wbile biking 

The last two incidents that I wish to discuss relate to people biking and being confronted 

by defensive, aggressive sow grizzlies with cubs, In the first situation. AH. was biking 

alone on the Hunlen falls trail, in the Atnarko river area near Bella Coola. It was about 

1 :00 p,m, on August 3 1, 1995 when AH. heard a bleating sound about 200 - 300 metres 

away. Seeing what appeared to be a black bear running through the bush, he yelled, "Hey, 

I'm over here." Brown fur appeared, emerging into a sow griz.zl.y. 
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"She came bounding out. ears perked up. head high. looking side to side, 

trying to see me. Something here is really not right (his feeling). She hadn 'l 

spolted me, so 1 said. over here. " Her head tumed toward him, spotted him, 

ears dropped back, got low to the ground and charged. No noise. Still 

200 metres away. Looking for trees to climb, A.H. discounted some alders 

which were too small and hemlocks which were 100 big. He got behind 

a small birch tree which leaned over at 30 degrees. Better than nothing! 

There was a crotch in the tree about 12 feet up, and two very small 

branches below that. The sow and a cub were now charging at 25 feet. 

The cub stopped and the sow stumbled over it, slowing her. Then she 

charged to the tree which stopped her. Onto her hind legs, she woofed 

once. The first branch broke while the sow and one cub ran around the 

tree. Back on the ground. A.H. made it to the tree crotch on his second 

attempt (highly motivated now). 12 feet up the shaking tree, A.H. could 

see the bear below, standing on hind legs. paws outstretched about 3 feet 

below him. He had a false sense of security. An 1 got)'Oll ' look in her 

eyes, the sow crouched, wiggled her butt, lunged and wrupped her 
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(fore)arms around the tree, slowly shimmying up it. (So much for 

the theory about grizzlies not climbing trees)! He remembered his 

bear spray, removing it from the holster which he dropped on the 

bear 's face to distract her. He also dropped the safety cap off the can 

into her mouth. She didn 't notice it. Two cubs were up trees an either 

side of him now. l thcught, should use bear spray, thought about the 

cost of the spray! No, now 's the time to use it, this is pretty serious. " 

A.H. shot the bear spray at the sow, which was two feet from his shoes, 

so the spray was 4 feet from the bear's head There was a square hit 

in her face, as the spray matted dawn the fur on her head She blinked 

A second later, .2 or 3 hard blinks, but she continued climbing. Her ears 

were laid way back. facial hair laying back and her mouth was wide open. 

Eyes appeared open, glassy. " 1  considered using my knife, but had 

forgot it. Only 1/3 of the can left now. Remembered a conversation 

with my Dad and Gary Shelton (experienced bear person). 

Advice was to get them while they are in.haling. I waited - the whole time 

she was roaring, incredibly loud, deafening. As she inhaled, 1 emptied 
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the canfrom 18 " aw�. right into her throat. She inhaled every dTop. 

Her voice cracked immediately. Her eyes squinted tight, she hugged 

the tree, stopped breathing. Still didn 't let go, back dt:Jwn. Out of options, 

A.H. threw the empty pepper can at her nose, striking the grizzly 

between the eyes, on the bridge of her nose. She gave up, slowly slid 

down the tree. The cubs left their trees, to jollaw her into the bush. 

This all took about a minute to a minute and a half. Everything quiet 

now, I1ry ears are ringing. 1n shock, but not really scared A.H. 

attempted to call Parks by portable ramo, no luck. What to do now? 

Better wait It out in the tree, as it was 4 hours to hike to car and it 

would he darkfirst. Before dark, more noises in bush, like people 

running downhill. 

A.H. fashioned a crude hammock in the fork of the tree. He used 

triangular bandages and rope from his first aid kit. With no warm 

clothes for the night, he cut and taped together outer wear from a 

space blanket and garbage bags. He crowled into them at dusk and 
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spent a long, miserable night, hearing more noises, clinging to his 

perch until /0:00 a.m. Then he started his hike out. at One point 

passing a large mole grizzly on a scree slape below the trail. It 

stood on hind legs, woofed a conple of times. (He did not need 

this sight right now)! The rest of his hike was at afaster pace. 

While this encounter did not result in physical injury, the intensity and manner of the sow 

grizzly's attempt to contact A.H. left a lasting impression. He was to experience trauma 

from the attack, including nightmares that started about a month later. 

A.H. had taken a sanctioned pepper spray course with the col1SelVation officer service, 

Squamish, in Juoe, 1995. He is thankful for that, as it was likely the spray saved him from 

serious injury or worse. Another piece of equipment, the portable radio, however, was not 

useful to him. Many effurts to reach Parks Branch personnel fuiled in this incident. His 

misery in the tree and comfort in general would have changed dramatically had 

communication been established. 

The last bear attack to discuss was related to me by C.B .• a resident of Rossi and, B.C. On 

October 1, 1994, C.B. and a female companion, A.Q. were hiking up the Wooisley creek 

drainage toward the Durand Glacier, north-east of Revel stoke, B.C. They decided to hike 

up to a ski touring lodge to attend an interview for a cooking position. Hiking for three 

hours in full rain gear, soaking wet, they reached the sub-aJpine area to see "astouoding 

colours, flaming reds and yellows." They had observed plenty of bear sign, commenting 

that the bears must be having a hard time finding good food. The droppings were not the 
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usual mass of seeds, showing instead thaI grass was the main part of their present diet. 

They stopped to admire the spectacular mountain view, with a meadow 

below them. They made their � for a few minutes down into the 

meadow before they noticed the bears. A sow grizzly and two cubs, 

initially a welcomed wildlife sighting, became a menace when the 

two hikers realized that the bears were charging at full speed from 

a considerable distance. For C.B., everything became incredibly 

dream-like from this point on. Alpine terrain offers no trees to climb. 

They started to run, realized it was wrong, slowed to a walk, down a 

hank making loud, deep threatening noises. A. Q. got out her bear 

'mace ' and turned to face the sow, now alone, only a few feet away. 

She gave the bear a good coating of the red spray in her face. The 

bear then came after C.B., grabbing her arm in its jaws and throwing 

her around like a mad dog. A. Q. gave it a finol blast of mace, causing 

the bear to attack her again. C.B. was now tongled in a scrubby a/pine 

bush while A.Q. lay on her stomach, protecting her neck, playing 

dead The bear was biting and swatting her, trying to tum her over. 
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C.B .. who c(Jllid not stand by while her friend was being mauled, freed 

herself and approached. kicking the bear in the head as hard as 

she pQsstbly could. The bear then went after her, and she fought it as 

she lay on her back, kicking the bear in the muule. To avoid her legs. 

the bear longed to the side. biting C.B. on the hip, then ronning away 

downhill. C.B. approached A. Q., who finally realized the bear was gone 

and thllt she was. indeed. going to live. Both wamen were badly injured 

and each had one useless arm . They still managed to bandage A. Q. 's 

battered head. 

The two hikers now had to take stock of their situation and make a decision. It was still an 

arduous climb, across a glacier to the lodge. Their vehicle, on the other hand, was located 

about three hours away, and there was virtually no chance of meeting anyone along the 

way. Anns in slings they had fashioned, with their backs to the grizzly meadow, two 

battered hikers headed down the mountain for medical help. 

As they walked, singing and talking to make noise, signs of shock set in. They were weak 

and shaky with an incredible thirst. AQ, was losing a lot of blood through her arm, 

although her head had stopped bleeding. Three hours later they were in their truck, C.B. 

driving with her good right arm, AQ shifting with her good left arm, Twelve kilometres 

later a highways crew administered first aid to them, then an ambulance moved them to 

Revelstoke hospital, 
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Within a few months both of these determined women were mended and back doing their 

usual activities at ski lodges. Thinking back, C.B. is sure that the bear was not out to kill 

them, rather to warn them to stay away from her cubs and meadow. She feels lucky to 

have escaped with as little physical damage as there was. Both women did, however, 

experience nightmares about the attack for several months. C.B. recovered from the 

incident without counselling, and only experiences anxiety now whenever she sights a hear 

in the bush. Like many others, C.B. has a heightened sense of enjoyment ofwildemess and 

wildlife. She maintains a healthy respect for the bears, but knows they are unpredictable, 

and need their space. She is also concerned about the number ofbearfhuman conBicts that 

result in the death of the hear. More tolerance and steps to avoid conflict must he taken 

(C.B., 1 997). In this case near Revellltoke, the hear's behaviour was not found to be out 

of line, and no further action was taken. 

This hear attack involved the use of pepper spray, which did not prove to be effective 

against a bear that was already focussed or actively engaged in an attack. It also involved 

an example of unarmed people with no option to escape an attack that began from a great 

distance (300 metres or so) and progressed rapidly. It is hard to say what the result might 

have been had C.B. not fought the bear with determination and grit. The best strategy is 

still to avoid the contact if at all possible. 

The meadow area was being used by bears. The amount offresh sign certainly indicated 

their presence, and although these two hikers did their best to alert any nearby bears, they 

still endured the wrath and punishment of a protective female grizzly. The reader has been 

exposed to many of the circumstances that have resulted in grizzly bear attacks. This 

paper now concentrates on what we can lenm from these attack experiences. 
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LEARNING FROM THE A TrACK EXPERIENCE 

In this paper, the reader has been introduced to grizzly bear behaviour and bear-human 

interactions in wilderness settings. The circumstances often grizzly bear attacks have also 

been discussed. This section will examine and compare specific characteristics of each of 

the ten bear attacks to ascertain what mistakes, if any, were made that could be avoided in 

another, similar bear encounter. Helpful decisions and actions by tbe ten people who were 

attacked will also be examined. 

Timing of bear attacks 

The time of day, the day and month of bear attacks should interest recreationa1ists and 

workers in the outdoors. Table 3, below, illustrates the data about the timing ofbear 

attacks. This data is compared to findings in the literature which suggests that bears tend 

to be crepuscular (more active before 10:00 a.m. and after 6:00 p.m. in summer). Bears 

and humans moving about in the same area would logically create more opportunity for 

bearlhuman conflicts. 

I+yid"ef 

1. 1.L. 1:30 p.m. ? Auf!oIst 1991 

2. A.II. 1:00 p.m. 31 A118"" 1991 

3. LII. 10:00 a.m. 1 5  '<lcb:>b« 1995 

4. C.B. 12:00 noon 0cI0b« 19� 

l. J.B, 2:30 p.m. 9 July 1996 

6. 1tL 9:30 p.m. 21+/- 'AII8"" 1996 
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) 7. M.G. 3:00 p.m. 28 .Sq:lOlmber 19% 

8. R.N. 4:30 p.m. :ro � 1991 

9. D.B. 2:3Qp.m. 23 ""- 1981 

10. R.S . 12j)() noon 22 .S<pt<mbe< 1991 

• hunting activity, ..ru.:b explains .my  it """"'" in !he fall _ e_ fur #6, IU.,. _ 

As indicated in table 3, above, 80% (8) of the attacks occurred between noon and 4:30 

p.m., with one at 10:00 a.m. and one at 9:00 p.m. The five bear encounters that happened 

during a hunting activity did not reflect the usual behaviour of hunters seeking big-game 

animals. Hunters usually concentrate their effort on tbe first and last two hours of daylight 

each day. However, the time of the encounter is not considered to be a critical factor in 

these attacks. It is interesting to note that most of the attacks happened during the middle 

) of the day. Bearlhuman conflict 'experts' caution people to be especially alert early and 

late in the day, when hears tend to be more active. These ten attacks probably resulted 

from people getting tno close to grizzlies in prime, occupied grizzly habitat without 

alerting the bears to human presence until it was too late. The time of day of the encounter 

was insignificant compared to the closeness of the encounter. 

) 

Nadeau (1987) studied grizzly bear/hiker confrontations in Glacier National Parle, 

Montana. He found tbat a biker, suddenly encountering a grizzly in the month of 

September, had a higher probability ofheing injured by tbe bear than at any otber seasonal 

period. The bears were migrating to, or using concentrations of berries in the fiill. Nadeau 

(1987) went on to say that observations of grizzlies and confrontations with them by 

hikers occurred at all hours of the day, indicating much diurnal (during the day) and 
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) crepuscular (early morning and evening) grizzly bear activity. 

\ 

J 

Strengtb in numbers 

Bear attack 'experts' recommend that people travel in groups to provide security from 

bear attacks. Larger groups of people may deter a grizzly from attacking, although 

conclusive evidence of this theory does not exist. The paper will now examine 

circumstances of the ten grizzly attacks, relative to group size and associated I8ctors. 

L participant alone : 5 

2. 1 partner in close proximity 3 

3 .  2 partners, not nearby 1 

. 4. 3 partners in close proximity 1 

Of the five people who encountered grizzlies when they were alone, three were hunting, 

one was mountain biking and one was hiking. The hunting incidents involved a range of 

circumstances, but one common OOor was the presence of a firearm which could have 

been used as an effective bear deterrent during an attack. In two cases, however, the rifle 

was knocked away by the grizzly before it could be used. ]n M. G. 's  case, the bear had 

already been wounded and was eventually killed with the rifle after he recovered it. In the 

other case, R.N. lost his rifle, but actually killed the bear with a knife (a rare feat). 

L.H. was effectively alone because he had become separated from his two hunting 

partners. It appears that L.H. fired one (ineffective) shot before his rifle was batted away 

and he was severdy mauled. He was powerless to defend himself. 
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) The mountain biker, J.L., seemed to present no threat to the female grizzly, who quickly 

made contact in their sudden encounter. She did not inflict serious injury, biting his 

forearm. The single hiker, A.a escaped physical injury by being alert and agile enough to 

climb a tree and use pepper spray against the sow grizzly. 

) 

C.B., with her female hiking companion and J.B., who was working with her sister are the 

two female pairs who encountered grizzlies. In each case, serious injuries resulted. 

Apparently two people in a group do not present a significant deterrence to bear attacks, 

One incident that involved significant numbers of people in a group was the D,B. 

encounter in 1985, D.B., with three partners, was doing fish/forestry inventory work in 

fairly dense bush. Unfortunately, the medium-sized grizzly that injured D.B. was surprised, 

likely because of the river noise and limited visibility caused by the bUsh. The sudden 

charge by the bear caused the group to scatter like quail, seeking cover (a logical, 

instinctive reaction). As a result, the element of strength in numbers could not be tested 

here. 

The attack site/nature of tbe terrain 

Grizzlies tend to concentrate in certain feeding areas wbere the vegetation is outritious, or 

where food such as salmon is plentiful. Avalanche chutes, high elevation, wet meadows 

and riparian zones such as river floodplains are preferred grizzly habitats. As indicated 

earlier in this paper, hikers or other outdoors people nrust be careful when they travel 

through favoured grizzly habitat. They nrust also consider visibility and alerting bears to 

their presence, in order to limit the likelihood of a bear attack. 
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) Table 3 illustrates the sites of the ten bear attacks; the distance between the bear and the 

person(s) when first sighted and the measures taken, if any, to alert the bear, Finally, the 

extent of injury is given for these encounters, 

U,L 

2,AIL 

l, Llt 

4, c.a. 

S. J.a. 

7. M-O. 

Alpine -

..... -

_ � alash,  

debris piIos 

wadinga _ _  

both sideo, logjam 

r_ l . F  ....... rdIIIlnc .. ... _ .... 

Distaos,;at 

First Sjgbt;ne � 

lOOf.., 

audden_ 

2SO """", 

20 ", 2S yds 

300 _ _  

tbe _  

----............... ----�-.... 

6 f""'l 

3O f"" 

lOyds 

no nmse 

taIkia& <OOStanIly 

"" oftal !lingo 

serious biles to both 

bik<n 

Iif�bites, 

-I< darnatl< 

head, body; bear kiUe<! 
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8,R.K 

9, D.8, tbk:'k. brush near a lO r... 

-""""" 

,---_ ..... 

10, R.S, wb-alpiot 4O.l{j teet 

� "",la<ed killed !be bear _ • 

...... KNIFE! 

4 0dulbtalking -�"'head, 

noisy river and body 

beavyrain 

quiet, hun1ing by ... _ - -

hi .... 1f during !be clwge 

The description of the terrain and cover varies in these ten encounters, Three bear attacks 

occurred in alpine or sub-alpine terrain, Of the three cases, two initial encounters were at 

very close range (40 ft. and 100 ft,), These both involved sudden encounters, with the bear 

receiving no advance warning, The third sighting was from 300 metres, nonnally 

considered a safe distance. However, this was a remote site, with the sow grizzly 

defending cubs in alpine terrain with no trees for the cubs to climb, The two hikers had 

also walked for some distance toward the bears before spotting them. The grizzlies were 

charging at full speed when they realized they were bearsl In alpine terrain, hikers must 

take care to avoid areas where fresh bear sign is found and attempt to spot grizzlies at the 

maximum possible distance to avoid close encounters, 
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) J.D., working with her sister to inspect tree plantings, practically stepped on the bear 

which then seriously injured her, In a fairly open setting such as logging slash, where sign 

indicates high-use by bears, care must be taken to make lots of noise and to avoid areas 

where cover may concea\ a bear. J.B. came much too close to the bear which may have 

been sleeping or may have manoevred close to her with predatory instincts. Making lots of 

noise while remaining alert to high risk spots such as the debris pile were J.B.'s best 

choices in this case. 

Reduced visibility in grizzly country spells potential trouble. L.H., R.L., M.G., R.N. and 

D.D. were all in low elevation, forested areas with dense cover nearby. They first became 

aware ofa grizzly at distances of 25, 10, 30, 5, and \0 yards, respectively. These 

distances are much too close for the comfort of a sow grizzly who must defend her cubs 

from all threats, including adult male grizzlies. It is also too close for a person to be able 

to assess the bear's behaviour, determine the likely outcome of the encounter and leave 

the area, climb a tree or use some form of deterrent as protection. If people must walk 

through low visibility areas in grizzly country, large groups of people making lots of noise 

is advisable. 

Response to sign illdicatillg bear presellce 

The questionnaire for this survey posed the question, "Did you see any fresh bear sign 

before the attack?" The responses to this question were: 

• No (4 responses) 

• No, but later realized I had passed fresh digging but did not see it 

• Yes, quite a lot of fresb bear scat, full of grass 

• Had seen several bears in tbe area recently; had a premonition, something wrong 

• No sign/warning. but saw eagle perched in tree nearby, earlier in the day 

• Some black bear sign, not grizzly, but known grizziy country 
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) People hiking or working in grizzly country must be alert in order to identity fresh bear 

droppings, tracks or digging. Once identified, the area should be avoided if possible. In 

some of these cases, fresh sign was observed and ignored. 

Hunters can tend to approach some sites where visibility is poor, as in M. G. 's case, using 

a firearm as security. As we have seen, firearms do not always protect a person fro� a 

sudden bear attack. 

Bear posture. gauging bear intentions and reading 

Grizzly bears may signal their intentions in the early phases of an encounter. The bear's 

posture and behaviour, if correctly interpreted, may assist a person to avoid contact with 

the bear. In this section, bear posturing, bear action and human response to the bear are 

analysed. 

I .  I.L. initially saw a sow grizzly with cubs run off a road into some trees. A cub then 

bawled; a second later the sow carne flying out, slammed the ground with her paws, 

stomping and zig-zagging as she came. She had her ears back and was grunting, like a 

cough. She then went up on her hind legs, flailing her forearms. J.L. '8 face was now just 

below hers as he faced her, inches away. 

Result: Contact, with a severe bite to the forearm, then the bear let go. J.L. 

dropped to the ground, played dead and the bear left immediately. J.L. thanked the bear, 

out loud, for 'being SO gende' (he expected a lot worse treatment). 

2. A.H. saw a sow grizzJy interacting with cubs in the undergrowth; the sow could not tell 

where or what AH. was. He called out to identifY himselfas human. She then came 

bounding out with ears perked up, head high, looking from side to side. "Then she spotted 

me. Her ears dropped back, she went low to the ground and charged." The sow made no 
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) noise until at the tree, later, when she woofed once. Now she stood on her hind legs with 

paws outstretched. "I got you look in her eyes. She crouched, wiggled her butt and 

lunged." As she climbed, her ears were way back, facial hair laying flat; her mouth wide 

open, roaring (deafening). Her eyes were glassy. 

) 

Resnlt - treed for several hours; pepper spray deterred; traumatized but no physical 

contact by the bear. 

3.  Bear posture in another incident forewarned potentially serious consequences. J.B. 

encountered a single bear at a distance of only six feet. It immediately took a threatening 

stance with head down, eyes beady. It did not vocalize; there were no warning noises. The 

bear took a few swipes with its paw; no contact. It methodically foUowed J.B. to the road, 

then leaped at her, 'pouncing like a cat'. 

Result - J. B.  received very serious injuries. The bear treated her as prey, 

consuming flesh from one lower leg. 

4. R.L. encountered a single grizzly standing 4 feet higher on a log jam in a stream. It 

crouched, "seeming to shrink into a ball. In 1 or 2 seconds it came off the jam, cbarging. 

There was no vocalizing." 

B&suh - R.L. shot the bear at very close range. 

S. D.B. beard the grizzly woof as "it burst through the undergrowth at 40 m.p.h." 

There was no warning or time to react. He was experienced with bears in the bush, so he 

reacted instinctive1y by taking a passive, protective position on the ground, trying to 

protect his head. 

B&suh - D.B. sustained severe head, upper body uguries, ]00 stitches. He nearly 

lost an ear and almost sustained dlllIlllge to facial nerves which could have left half his face 

paralyzed. He was 36 years old at the time, with a young fim1iIy and a bright future. As he 
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) wrote his first feelings about the attack from the hospital, he concluded with, "Incredible 

good luck! Count your blessings D_ BI" That's looking at the bright side ofa nasty 

event in life! 

) 

6. KS. faced a sow grizzly, exploding from brush, behind her cub. She then lunged 

forward, windmilling her 'arms' like a frog, without making a sound. He recalls no noise, 

clicking of teeth or pawing of the ground. After the sow was shot in self-defence, one 

half-grown cub stood up in brush near him, roaring three times. 

Result - The sow was shot dead. The cubs, quite large, were allowed to escape. 

KS. was very frightened; sure that the attack would have resulted in his death. 

In 40"10 (4) of these encounters, the attack was so swift that it was impossible to interpret 

bear posturing, behaviour or likely intentions. In the six cases reviewed above, the attacks 

ended quickly, usually lasting two minutes or less. Herrero(1985) found in one study of 

bear attacks that 54% (7 of 13) of attacks lasted less than two minutes. He suggested that 

most griz.zJies would end an attack as soon as the perceived threat is over (Herrero, J 985). 

Rearing on the hind Jegs is considered less a threat than a way to see better, to evaluate 

the bear's surroundings and/or any intruders. Ears flattened back to the neck, however, 

indicates the bear is aroused. When grizzlies do not use aggressive displays like swatting 

the ground, Herrero (1985) found that contact and injury to the hiker often followed. 

Also, data indicates that a loud grow� deep gurgling or an explosive snort or 'woof' often 

led to injury of a person. Herrero (1985) believes that a loud growl during an aggressive 

encounter is more likely to lead to il\iury than a snort. 
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) Use of pepper spray as a bear deterrent 

Only three of the ten people in this study carried and/or used pepper spray as a defence 

against the bears. D.B., who was working in the bush in known grizzly country, would 

likely have carried spray had his attack occurred more recently than 1985. The people who 

were attacked while hunting were apparently relying on their rifles for defence. As we 

have seen, firearms are less than ideal as a grizzly bear deterrent. So, how good is pepper 

spray against a grizzly bear that is focussed on attacking a person? Not very effective! At 

least the cases in this study where spray was used, indicate serious limitations. 

AH., who was chased up a skinny birch tree by a roaring, determined sow grizzly found 

the spray to be effective ONLY when he drained the can's contents directly into the bear's 

gaping throat, from 18 inches away as she inhaled deeply. This finally helped to deter the 

bear which was unaffected by the first direct hit of spray in her face from very close range. 

C.B. and her partner, A.Q. were attacked in a wet alpine meadow by another sow grizzly. 

A.Q. blasted the bear from a few feet away just before the bear made contact with them. 

The red spray coated the bear's eyes. She diverted from AQ. to C.B. who was standing 

nearby. The sow grabbed her by the arm and 'shook her like a mad dog". Now AQ., 

showing lots of grit, moved in and gave the bear a final blast of 'mace'. The bear simply 

let go ofC.B. and attacked AQ.,  who was again irritating her. This time the bear caused 

extensive injuries to A.Q. by biting and swatting her. The pepper spray created a reaction, 

but not an effective deterrence. 

C.B. and A.Q. took a team approach to fight this defensive, aggressive (defending cubs) 
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) grizzly bear. They used spray, resisted the attack and fought back, even kicking the bear in 

the head at one point. Both of these determined women survived, but they sustained 

serious injuries. It is hard to say what their injuries would have been had they remained 

passive after the bear contacted them. By playing dead they would then have to rely on tbe 

sow grizzly's temperament and possibly her mood on that day to limit the extent of their 

injuries. We were not there, living through their experience to know how we might react. 

A.Q. did resort to playing dead, but not until the bear had been sprayed twice, C.B. had 

been tossed around and injured and the bear was contacting her for the second time. All of 

. this in a matter of seconds. Survival instincts would probably tell us to fight. However, 

bear experts such as Herrero (1985) advise people who are attacked by sow grizzlies 

defending their cubs to play dead, protect themselves and remain passive. 

In J .B.' s bear attack, the single bear which she identified as an immature grizzly, exhibited 

predatory behaviour toward her. The bear never charged, but used head-lowered, 

threatening posture and followed her in a deliberate, calculating manner as she made her 

way out to a logging road. The bear 'pounced on her' at that point. J.B. did not mention 

any vocalization by the bear, which tore flesh away from her lower leg, rather than biting 

and swatting, as a sow grizzly does when neutralizing a threat to her cubs. 

This kind of attack shows where fighting back is probably the best strategy. Pepper spray, 

used immediately, may also have helped. Using their shovels as weapons while getting 

together with a partner to form a 'combat team' would also help. This single hear seemed 

intent on using a human as prey. It was diverted toward J.B. 's sister who, at one point was 

standing on a large rock. From there, she effectively deterred the bear by striking it on the 

nose with her shovel. 1.B. wrote the following comments about pepper spray: 

" .... Lastly. J think carrying pepper spray gives a person a false sense 
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) of security. For me, as close as I was to tht:rt bear and the wind blowing 

if you spray and miss all you have done is made a threatened animal 

feel even more threatened. Its a chance you take but there are a lot 

of variables tht:rt you dan 't always consider until its too late. Alertness 

is the key in bear temtory, you cannot let your guard down for ane second. " 

Figkting back - the human respollse to bear attacks 

Anyone who is attacked by a grizzly bear will likely respond using instinct, with a 

split-second decision. In a fleeting instant, the person will try to identitY the species, size 

and probable sex of bear. SIbe will also try to assess the motivation ofthe bear, based on 

the bear's behaviour and circumstances of the encounter (cubs nearby, predatory 

behaviour, surprise encounter, wounded from a gunshot, kiUsite carrion nearby). What are 

the options for cover, is there a tree to climb? WHAT DO I DO ?  

These decisions must be made quickly! By comparing the nature of the attacks in this 

study, the defensive strategies taken by the people and the outcome of the attacks, the 

reader .may be better informed to make correct decisions should the need arise. Table 5, 

below, deals with response strategies to grizzly bear attacks . 

suitable 10 climb; dropped 

_ OIl hind IqJ:s, r"""""" 

flailing; _ .. _ with 1.1. 

.... wizzly _ .. be tryiog to 

_ I.L. 
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bird! Painful! 

<IlIuged, silently from 200 

a 'gentle', but � 

IIIUmbled 0_ her ",b; _)'Cd o.w her bind legs. 'woolild' .. 

din willi __ 1II<lppiajj AM. 

at Ireol, Cubs piled inm her 

- -

_00 bind ",  paWliool' <J got yoo' looi< inbe&r'seycs 

_3' below; � llI1'JlII'iIIiny .,ple __ 

12' l1ixwe f!"l'I'I'I, _ _ wigglod her bun, lunged inm 

the tree to shinny up! 

so 



) 

3. L.H. 

) 4. C.B. 

) 

H1IIIIing. _ _ _  ...... 

fir.ot .... grizzly at 20 yanls. 

Missed the _7 Turned to 

move away. 

Played doad aIIcr ....... ; 

fiteann was knocked away, 

Observed _. 1 rubs 

charging from 300 m; 

- '" - Alpino:, 

no trees to dUub. 

_ ..... or_ 'lrty 

applied by AQ. 

1!<oiIIW:d; ....n.g .

Ix>. oquIlIII<; blinking; with 

drew from _  ...... bit"" 

nose with _ apray CIUI. 

B...-_ I.1i. in tho bead, 

"""""""Iy with .  funpaw, 

_. L.H!. """ _ 

_ 1ICIIlp and tacial 

.........., OIlIer injuries 

Sow c:IIar)led direotly to the hikers 

..;vIe rubs llayed bod<. 

MOW<! from AQ. toC.Ii .. bit 

and shook her vioIeIltly 

_ed C.l!. OIl her book: IliU 

Secuted her cubo,  but llayed�. 

Itcepinjj Ali. in _ to<  10 ........ 

-.ding her cut. 

c.w...I oeri_ injuriea atlil'Bl, !hen 

Wl_y 

-""'� 

--
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) <DOing '" aid of AQ .• 1hen 

fiBbta. kiddng bear', I1IIIlZI< 

from lhe lJ'lOIId 

� 1""11"'1 """""" bit CJI.·' 

hip, 1hen non '" cuIlo 

bear _ lIIII'prioed him ond oiI/1111; ""..".. up, _!he rille ,way, then kno<:I<.od R.N. to tile ground; 

""..".. up jq from ofhim. bit his _h 1hen_l<s. 

Shoved riJht hand..... Grizzly bit his Iinann; 1hen -.I "" ... legs, IIb'cI<hed him unIiJ be 

bear'. mouth tI!oogbI his baclt would broak; 1hen she bit him on !he_ 

'I'M _ .... _ Sbe let go of R.N., badr.ed .""y: letoutalh_roru,1hen 

dovastating; """l!)'drainiJ!g � ,w.y aJonslhepa1h; died !40 m. a_ 

wilhhuoJi.og Ialifl; "'- bear 

jq rigbt eyo;!hen 10·15 

times mjlJplar uea. 

6. M.G. lIun1ing. """ bear """,@ 

3(l y_ .. iI �  .. a1I 

rOW'S, chorgcdhim. 

·8tay oool'. 

Tried '" _lhe bear 

Snorted .  WIming .. M,G .. "it 

CbarFd .tty .... _gbwil_' 

...... lIW1Iy .. .... _ 

. -- -wi 

� .. bet "" ""bo jlI'«IeI1I 
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) a � time; gun barrel 

not fire. '''No defence, like 

a ooncrele walt" 

Scnoamed, recall¢<! Slink of 

left leg area. 

Boar _ POck. sItoulder, =,k, then 

boac', brealh; rolled ov,rs" hiJl l....J; -.,plod to ,"""'skull 

packsacl: would """"" back, W"",,,lod, it lay oo..n 6 • !Tool M,G, 

_ puniIitmolut. beatd Beor lay � M_G., 1naIhing hard, ....... ty woonded, head 00-; 

_<r1lndIingon skull; stariogalM,G_ 

played dead; 1""""<1 ool; ,,-

to ... ""'" "',ing.....roy 

Pid<od up nile, ",loaded, 

tho< boar to finish it; fired 

These six incidents involve a variety of human actions taken in response to a grizzly bear 

attack, The actions were unique, as a reaction to specific bear behaviour that varied with 

each attack One common feature of these attacks was their swiftness and their potential 

to inflict serious human injury or death, 

In cases where the bear is a sow grizzly defending cubs, the best strategy seems to be to 
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) passively assume a fetal position on the ground lI.fu:r. contact is made By waiting until 

after contact, the bear is allowed maximum time to change its mind and veer away (action 

that results in a 'bluff charge'). One or more bluff charges often follow the first one, so 

standing finn, especially in a group of people, is likely the best strategy in a 

defensive/aggressive grizzly bear attack. Herrero (1985) does not recommend running 

away from an attack. He also suggests playing dead only when the attack is imminent. He 

goes on to say that interpretation of some data suggests that a grizzly decides whether to 

attack a person hefore it actually charges. Any attempt to prevent the attack, short of 

climbing a tree to evade the bear, therefore, would be futile. Herrero (1985) suggests that 

aggressive action toward a young, single grizzly may be effective if the bear is more 

curious than aggressive. 

) 
1.B., whose incident is not included in table 5, encountered a small bear which she 

identified as a grizzly. She faced the bear, then backed away about 100 metres to a logging 

road. Although she was attacked and seriously injured at the road, she was then in a 

position to be noticed and helped by her partner (sister). J.B.'s quick thinking and good 

judgement saved her life. Playing dead would not have worked against this bear which 

behaved in a predatory manner. 

The use of firearms as a means of defence may provide a false sense of security (as pepper 

spray does, according to 1.8.). Of the five hunting incidents, in two cases the grizzlies 

were in the open, with enough time to allow the hunter one clear shot at the bear. In these 

cases, the hunters managed to shoot and kill the bears. However, luck may play a llll!ior 

role in any attempt to deliver a lethal shot to stop a charging grizzly at close range. L.H., 

R.N. and M.G. could not prevent very serious injuries to themselves by using their rifles. 

Grizzly attacks are usually lightning-fast and violent, with little time to react. 
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) Resisting a grizzly attack by using fists or arms is futile. J.L. pounded on the sow's chest 

and described it as feeling like a rock wall. C.B. could not watch her friend, A.Q. be 

mauled so, at one point, she kicked the bear in the head, very hard' The sow diverted to 

C.B., knocking her down. C.B. fought back, with her back on the ground, kicking 

upward. She could deliver tremendous leverage from that position. To a grizzly, however, 

the kicks would be merely annoying. The sow dodged tQ the side and inflicted serious 

bites to her hip. The bear then suddenly left to re-join her cubs. 

A.H. climbed a tree to evade a sow grizzly attack. It was not a great tree, but he could 

deploy his pepper spray from a crotch in the tree, about 12 feet up. To be useful., a tree 

such as this must be very near at hand, it must be climbable, and the person must be good 

at climbing. Although grizzlies can also climb, they are awkward in trees, so pepper spray 

or some other deterrent may be effective when deployed from a tree. Climbing a tree, 

therefore, may be a reasonable response to a grizzly bear attack. 

A review of these incidents reveals the power of a grizzly and tile potentially devastating 

injuries that can be inflicted during an attack. R.N., who was able to kill the bear with a 

knife (a rare outcome), and M.G., who recovered his rifle to dispatch a grizzly, both 

sustained very serious injuries. Once M. G. had resisted by attempting to shoot the bear, 

his only relief from pain and shock carne when he passed out. He might have been killed, 

except the bear was already wounded. RN. used a knife as a last resort, inflicting mortal 

wounds to the bear. The average person would not be so effective. 

A variety of bear attacks and their outcomes have been discussed above. Considering the 

range of circumstances inherent in bear attacks, the best strategy is to avoid sudden 

encounters with grizzlies by being alert, advertising your presence and by avoiding 
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high-use grizzly habitat. They are simply too powerful to risk encountering in the wild. 

Life flashes by during an attack 

A variety of thoughts can occur during a life-threatening experience. Many of the people I 

inteIViewed thought about important aspects of their lives as they faced potential death. 

They were either reflective about their families or highly protective of a companion during 

the attack. A review of some thoughts and emotions experienced during bear attacks 

reveals another aspect of bear/human conflicts. 

J.L. - "] had the image of a pit hull. " From his safe perch in a pine tree after the allack, 

he yelled, four times, " Thanks a lot for being so gentle with me! " 

A.H. - "Something is really not right here. " Roaring left his ears 'just ringing'. He was 

in shock, but not scared " .... hands were not even shaking. " 

C.B. - "Everything was incredibly dream-like " (as the sow and cubs charged them) . 

...... walked over a small knoll and hoped she wasfake charging" (she wasn 't). "The 

thought of watching Anne be mauled to death was te"ifying to me. ] had to help her, not 

just sit and watch and wait for my turn ... . ] assumed that she thought she was dying and 

expected the worst. (later) . . . . .  The possibility that the bear was going to surprise us 

again seemed very real to us (on the hike down the mountain). " 

L.H. - Told his partner, Doug, " ]  don 't want to die. " (later) " ]  don 't want to suffer in 

the hospital. You gotla lookfor the gun and shoot me. " 
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) J.B. - " .... definitely fear but at the same time cJear-headed .... J recognized it as a grizzly 

so J didn 't take an overly aggressive tone of voice . .. She remained calm ( a former 

ambulance driver, used to trauma), in the face of her own trauma. " .... it (attaclc) could 

have been 10 minutes or 5 minutes, time loses all dimensions . ...... Once the bear made 

contact with me J felt certain J would die. My life literally flashed before my ;yes. J was 

actually loolcingforward to death since the pain was unbearable. J also remember being 

amazed thai J wasn 'I lOSing consCiousness. Mostly J wo"ied aboul my family and friends 

(how they would deal with the � thai she died). That definitely bothered me more than 

actually dying .. . . J think something or someone was looking out for myself and my 

partner thai day. " (The bear. tore most of the muscle from her lower leg, treating her like 

prey in this attack. At one point, it paUsed to drink water from a ditch). J.B., still 

conscious, remained quiet, hoping it would retreat. She was thinking, "If 1 had a gun I 

could shoot the bear now. " In spite of this experience, lB. does not recommend firearms 

as a solution to bear attacks. She went on to say " .... once you are faced wilh any angry 

animal the only thing left to do is pray, or (as) in my case, maybe some good Karma 

might be on your side. " 

M.G. - (After passing out from pain and shock of the initial attack) " .... I woke up 

thinking, wiry am 1 still aiive? Dreaming? 1 thought I was dying, it sounded like the teeth 

were crushing an eggshell. (Later) ..•. praying then. Pregnanl wife at home, one 

daughter. 1 knew 1 could not survive lhe night. (Nearing dark) ... . 1 heard the chopper 

coming. I knew 1 would make it. " 

D.B. - "I just wasn 't ready (10 die) and was wishing the bear would just leave me be with 

the damage he had done . . ... . I heard the bear ron baclc to me, huffing and snorting. Then 

all was silent as he disappeared into the undergrowth. " Later, during the helicopter flight 
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) to the hospital - "Thoughts of getting an qtfice job crossed my mind. There oren 't any 

grizzlies in the offices of the world, except dead grizzlies. " 

J 

First impressions of a charging grizzly varied in these accounts. J.L. saw "the image of a 

pit bull." J.B. also saw a menacing animal using threatening posture at very close range, 

deliberate and calculating in its behaviour. Accurate interpretation ofbear behaviour and 

intent is important to anyone who suddenly encounters a grizzly bear. As discussed earlier, 

response to a defensive/aggressive bear will differ quite dramatically from response to a 

bear that is treating a person as prey. 

Once a person gets past the initial shock that a bear attack is imminent, clear thinking is 

important for self-preservation. Several perceptive comments were made about the state 

of mind of the attack victims. C.B. said, ...... everyihing was incredibly dream-like ... . " (as 

the bear charged). J.B., recognizing the bear as a grizzly, experienced fear but 

" . . . .  remained clear-headed and did not tal«: an overly aggressive tone of voice. " DR, 

who was ...... totally limp during the attack. .. . " still had thoughts that ... ... were so 

clear . ... ". Even though he was in severe shock and pain, D.B. remained caIrn, not moving 

as the bear returned to him, huffing and snorong after the initial attack. 

The strength of the human spirit and a strong will to survive emerged during these 

traumatic bear attacks. Surprisingly, most of the people held no animosity toward the bear; 

they simply wanted it to go away and quit huning them. During the attacks, thoughts 

turned to fanilly and loved ones as a major source of strength during troubled times. 

The ultimate fear of any bear attack victim is likely the thought that hislher injuries are so 

severe that death is inevitable after prolonged suffering. L.H., for example, thought he 
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) would surely die, even wishing it for a time. However, he was helped from the woods and 

patched up over time in order to survive the ordeal. He did sustain facial disfigurement 

and significant loss in his quality of life. The aftermath of some grizzly attacks can be 

permanently life-altering. 

Tbe Aftennatb - quality or lire issues 

These ten bear encounters resulted in a wide range of traumatic effects. Many of the 

people experienced dreams, nightmares, a loss of (or disturbed) sleep and a fear of 

animals, particularly bears. They also inpurred a loss of appreciation of the outdoors 

and/or a hesitation to sleep in tents in the woods. These grizzly attacks, however, did not 

result in pbysical injury in all cases, although several of them were nearly killed by the 

bears. Most suffered psychologically, some to a greater extent than others. As a result, this 

section will define and examine traumatic impacts incurred during or after the bear 

encounters. 

J .L. sustained a severe bite to the forearm during an encounter that lasted less than a 

minute. As a result of this brief encounter, he remained uncomfortable in the back country 

for the next two years. He would not camp out by himself during that time and he 

purchased a dog for company and protection. His employment, tree planting, was 

disrupted because of his fear of sleeping in tents. In addition, nightmares started two 

months after the attack. 

A room-mate advised J.L. that he screamed at night, "Don't go down that trail!" His bear 

nightmares gradually changed to 'scary dreams involving bears', then just dreams 

involving bears, but no longer scary. He still has the odd bear dream today, but they are 
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) tolerable. In the summer of 1 996, J.L. worked on a grizzly bear research project in 

southeastern B.C. This work with grizzlies was therapy for him and the fear has gone after 

five long years. 

J.L. had two dreams about grizzlies � his bear attack. In one, a grizzly chases him 

slowly; he is then in a tree; it reaches up with a paw, then backs down and goes away. In 

the second dream, 1.5 years before the attack, he is running in a 'fuzzy setting' in a 

meadow and a sow grizzly chases him . .. . . .  (the dream fades). 

He was attacked in August, 1 99 1 .  Then, in the fall of 1994, J,L. dreams he is on a horse in 

a 'ranger' outfit on a hill. There is a horse stable up-slope from him at the top of the hiU. 

On the hillside are two white bears with a funny shape, running across the slope. They 

seem like powerful images. Then the dream sort of clicked into another setting where JL. 

foUowed a sow grizzly and two cubs into a ditch or gully. He followed the hears, going 

somewhere, as the dream faded to black. 

The 1994 dream was dismissed until something happened in 1996. That summer, while 

assisting on the grizzly study, J .L. spoke to a cowboy who had seen a sow grizzly with 

two white cubs on a local mountain. Soon after, J.L. was searching for bears from a 

helicopter. As the mist parted momentarily on a mountain meadow, the forms ofa brown 

sow grizzly and two blonde, almost white cubs appeared. This experience seemed to bring 

aU ofJ.L.'s images of bears into context. Was it closure or a sign that he was to be 

irresistably drawn to bears? 

Several other bear attack victims who also experienced serious nightmares, shared a love 

of wilderness activities which took them into prime grizzly bear habitat. Some of them 
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) recovered from the attack aftermath to re-establish their love of wilderness pursuits, while 

some did not. 

A.H., who was nearly hauled out of a tree by a roaring sow grizzly, suffered nightmares 

beginning one month after the attack. They continue today, although only once every two 

or three weeks now. For a time, he would visualize a bear walking up to him or to other 

people, even in a mall where you would not expect to see a bear. He would also see 

shadows, poorly defined, and experience a fear of the unknown, with periods of 

uncertainty about what would happen next. At the time, these experietices seemed 

somehow symbolic. He could not handle being alone in the bush after dark, but is better 

now. 

I.B., who suffered extensive muscle loss and damage in her bear attack, experienced little 

psychological difficulty during her recovery period. She focussed her energy on the 

physical healing process during the final eight months of therapy. M.G. also had no 

problems with nightmares. He had prepared himself by thinking about how to deal with a 

possible bear attack as he hunted for years in grizzly country. He did, however, experience 

'self-blaming' thoughts. What could he have done differently to prevent the incident that 

nearly cost his life? 

Several people expressed concern about future enjoyment of the outdoors without fear of 

encountering bears. I.B. said, " . . . .  I seriously doubt I will take a walk in any areas 

frequented by bears. I am certainly not that brave." lL is less comfortable with camping 

at night by himself since his attack. L.H., who sustained serious head and facial wounds, 

experiences children staring at him a lot and has lost a valued relationship since the attack. 

He stated, "Sometimes I wish I could tum back the clock and live a normal life. " Grizzly 
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bear attacks can truly have a lasting impact on human lives. 

CONCLUSIONS 

What have we learned? 

We have learned that, in North America, people and grizzlies have been in conflict for 

thousands of years. Primitive people, native people, early and recent European settlers all 

battled with grizzlies. As a result, grizzly numbers have decreased, while conflict with 

people continues, periodically in the form of bear attacks on people. 

The reader may now be better informed about many aspects of grizzly bear behaviour and 

bear/human interactions in the context of a bear attack. We know that grizzlies tend to 

avoid people in the wilderness, but people have increased bear/human contacts as they 

engage in a variety of wilderness pursuits. 

Most of the grizzly attacks result from people getting too close, usually without warning, 

to female (sow) grizzlies with cubs. These sows react with an explosion of energy that 

may involve contacting and neutralizing any perceived threat to the cubs. We also learned 

that grizzly attacks may occur at any time of the day. The maj ority of the attacks reviewed 

in this paper happened in the middle of the day and were probably triggered by people 

getting too close, without warning the bears of their presence. People travelling in large 

groups making noise are safest. 

People who confront grizzlies must be able to interpret grizzly bear posturing in order to 

respond to an imminent attack.A grizzly bear that does not engage in posturing such as 
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) swatting the ground or vocalizing as it charges, is likely focussed on attacking. In these 

circumstances, the bear will probably contact and injure the person. Playing dead after 

being contacted by a sow grizzly is generally the best reaction. However, if a single bear 

behaves in a predatory manner, escaping and/or fighting back may be the best response. 

We have also learned, in analysing the ten bear attacks, that grizzly attacks are swift 

(usually lasting two minutes or less), often brutal, resulting in serious injuries because of 

the tremendous power of the animal. However, sow grizzlies defending cubs tend to 

ensure the threat is neutralized, then leave quickly to re-join tbeir cubs. 

As a result of bear attack injuries, physical and psychological impacts can take a long time 

to heal while being disruptive to a person's life. After·effects of attacks can include 

dreams, nightmares and fear of the unknown, being alone or camping in the woods. 

Various strategies to respond to gri2:zIy attacks have been analysed and discussed in the 

paper. We have seen that firearms are often useless as a defence against sudden bear 

attacks. Firearms are carried by moose and elk hunters who periodically come into conflict 

with gri2:zIy bears. There is some evidence to suggest that grizzlies investigate rifle shots 

during the fall bunting season, hoping to locate game meat as a source of food. As the 

bears investigate, encounters with hunters are inevitable. Two elk bunters were killed in 

1995 and several other conflicts involving injuries have occurred. Sometimes the bears are 

kiUed as a result of these encounters with bunters. 

While firearms have limited value as protection, people are powerless in using their own 

strength to combat the power of an enraged grizzly. In contrast, we examined one case 

where a knife was used as a successful defence against a sow grizzly. Another option, 
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) pepper spray, although sold as a bear defence tool, may have limited value as a deterrent. 

) 

It is considered by the author to be useful in certain cases, for instance, to deter a curious 

but not fully engaged bear, or for use from vantage points such as a tree. 

A strategy that is better than any tool as a deterrent involves space. Sudden encounters 

with grizzlies at distances less than J 50 feet may lead to an attack. However, alerting 

bears by making noise and avoiding dense bush and noisy streambanks can lower the risk 

of an attack. In addition to making noise, people must watch for signs of bear presence as 

they move through bear countf)'. Avoiding close contact is the key! 

The paper also examines the nature and extent of dreams, nightmares and other 

psychological impacts that seem to consistently follow a serious grizzly attack. The 

potential for reduced quality of life in the aftermath of an attack is a serious personal issue. 

Grizzly bears are powerful animals, demanding respect and requiring wilderness space. As 

rugged animals, they do pose a potential threat to human safety. In spite of the potential 

for conflict with humans, we must place conservation of the species as a high priority. It is 

equally important to understand how to behave in order to avoid sudden, close encounters 

with grizzlies because the encounters can lead to bear attacks. 

As people continue to expand recreational pursuits into prime grizzly habitat in the 

wilderness, contact with grizzlies will occur. We can hope that wildlife authorities will 

expand their efforts to keep people from coming into sudden, close contact with grizzlies, 

especially sows with cubs in areas of high grizzly concentrations. The public, by learning 

about bear behaviour and being able to identifY grizzly bear sign will be able to avoid 

contact, in order to protect themselves. 
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) By reading these hear attack stories, the reader may also learn about determination, 

strength of mind and the will to survive. Many of the people who endured a rnauling with 

severe physical injuries struggled to survive. They continue to live with the aftermath of 

their exposure to violence, dealing with life in their own way, Their positive spirit should 

be an incentive to all of us to enjoy life to the best of our ability! 

Wbat work needs to be done? 

This paper has taken a narrow focus in tel1lls of bearlhuman conflicts in British Columbia. 

There has been a great deal of research conducted in the area of grizzly bear behaviour 

and bearlhuman interactions, especially in park settings such as Glacier National Park in 

Montana. Detailed studies of Grizzly biology and behaviour continue in British Columbia, 

as welL As authorities learn more about bears, they adjust management decisions to 

protect the hears and to increase public safety. However, more proactive public 

infol1llation sessions, using television, videos and sentinars at the community level could 

improve public awareness about cOnflicts and solutions. There seems to be a pletbora of 

brochures available to advise the public about risks and safeguards, but more can be done, 

Proper management and disposal of garbage and the elimination of sources of non-natural 

food that attracts bears to become habituated and food conditioned, needs more attention 

in the media. 

All of this talk about hear attacks needs to be put into perspective. The recreational public 

and people who earn their living in the woods need not fear for their lives! There is not a 

grizzly hiding behind each tree, waiting to pounce, In fact, far more people are injured and 

killed from bee stings in North America than from all the bears, Hundreds of sightings and 

close encounters happen each year between people and bears, All of these encounters 
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) lead to only a few conflicts, very few il'!iuries and practically no human deaths. The 

exception, not the rule is presented in this paper in order to provide the reader with a 

portrait of bear attacks. The risk is actually very low that an attack will ever happen, SO 

the reader is encouraged to go out, take suitable precautions, and enjoy! 

Managing grizzly bears to reduce conflicts with bumans is really all about tolerance, caring 

and understanding. We must allow for their gruff nature while we protect wild places for 

them to live. We must also value these tnagnificent bears because they truly are symbols of 

our unspoiled wilderness. They are our barometer of wellness in this comer of the planet. 
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Appendix I 

One descriptive account of a black bear attack was provided by a Fraser Valley resident. 

This account is included in the appendix to represent the many black bearlhuman conflicts 

which occur every year in British Columbia. 

1. Y. was riding her bike when a black bear attacked her on lune 26, 1995. She was not in 

a wilderness area, however. She was riding by herself for exercise, enjoying the scenery 

along a road used infrequently by hikers. This area was near Pitt Meadows, in the lower 

Fraser Valley. It was 8:00 p.m., quiet; her bike tires in the gravel made the only sound. 

She had seen a large pile of bear droppings in the road, but didn't think about it. 

Hearing a sound behind her, she turned to see a bear right behind her rear tire. From that 

point, her memory of events became 'fuzzy'. She screamed loudly, tried to ride her bike as 

fast as possible to escape. Panic set in, took over her response. Within 50 metres she feU, 

by losing control, or because the bear knocked the bike. Her helmet cracked and she lost 

consciousness for a time, perhaps 5 minutes. She came to, hearing the bear "snuffling and 

snorting" nearby. 1. Y., bitten, bruised and scratched, walked her bike out to get help. 

This black bear sow, with a cub, was unusually aggressive considering that the lower 

mainland, greater Vancouver area experiences literally hundreds of near encounters 

between people and black bears, with very few iIliuries to people. The story of this bear 

did not end with 1. Y. ' s injury, however. Because the encounter happened in a wildlife 

management area, and for other legitimate reasons, no attempt was made to capture and 

relocate these bears. Six weeks later, at exactly the same spot, a second woman was 

attacked, apparently by the same bear (a sow/cub combination). This woman was quite 

seriously injured, so the bears were captured and the sow, which was not healthy, was 

destroyed. The cub had to be humanely dispatched, as well. 
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) COll8ll1"Vlltion Officers are responsible for handling 'problem bear' complaints in B.C. The 

province is seriously under-staffed with conservation officers, and their workload is varied 

and demanding. In spite of this, bear complaints that involve risks to people receive top 

priority response from officers. The officer's decisions on whether or not to destroy bears, 

depending on the circumstances. may never receive total public support. However, liability 

issues are important in government, for practical as well as political reasons. Bears will 

continue to be destroyed in certain cases, often without support from the public, who may 

not understand the specific circumstances of a case, and who certainly are not responsible 

for the consequences of non-action in dealing with potentially dangerous bears. 
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) 

-Appendi:l II· 

BearlHuman Conflicts - Interview Questions 

Name of Interviewer: ___________ _ 

Date: _________ Location: ______________ _ 

These questions may be used for interviewing people who have been su�ect to attacks by, 
or close, traumatic encounters with bears,Diseuss confulentiallty of informatioll. 

What is your name and address; where were you living at the time of the incident? 

What was your age then? _____ _ M or F 

When did this encounter occur? Date ______ Time of day _____ _ 

Where did the attack occur? 

Please describe what happened during the attack? Your response, teelings - physically and 
mentally, how long the attack lasted (record on separate paper) 

Describe your outdoors experience prior to this incident 

What was the weather like that day? 

What was the purpose of the outdoor trip on the day of the encounter? 

Were you alone at the time, or ifin a group, how many people? 

Were you wearing perfume or cologne when attacked? 

Was personal hygeine a problem for you on this trip - eg, difficult to bath? 

Please describe the clothing you were wearing. Colours? 

Footwear? Packsack? 

Were you carrying a firearm? Pepper spray? 
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) 

Did you use noise-making devices as you travelled? 

Did you have previous experience with bears in the wild? Many encounters? Any bluff 
charges or attacks before? 

Was this a high-use hiking trail, in a park, on a game trail, or in bush? Were you in camp? 

Did you see any fresh bear sign before the attack? 

How far were you from the bear when you first saw or heard it? 

What thoughts did you experience at first? 

Did you look directly at the bear's eyes? 

How did you react at first to the aggression or attack? 

How many bears were there? 
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) 
What was the age and sex, if mown, of the bear( s) that attacked you? 

What were the extent of your physical injuries sustained in the attack? 

What psychological injuries did you sustain? Can you describe any long term problems 
you may have experienced as a result oftms attack? Nigbtmares? Problem sleeping? 

What medical treatment did you receive immediately or soon after the attack? Did you 
receive comfort from a partner on this trip? 

Did you have adequate first aid equipment with you? What would have helped you? 

Did you have radio communication available to call for help? 

How did you get out to receive medical treatment, if required? 

Did you receive counselling after the attack? When? 
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) Can you describe the impact of this attack on your personal life? How did it affect your 
family members? What about your relationships with other people? 

Did you find that your enjoyment of the outdoors was affected by this experience? 

Are you aware of the action taken, if any, toward the bear(s) that attacked you? 

How was your attitude toward bears affected by this experience? 

Based on your experience, what educational programs would you recommend to inform 

people about bear behaviour and to help prevent bear attacks? Any other 
recommendations or comments? Record on separate paper. 
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